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Reviewer's report:
The authors have been partially responsive to comments, particularly in the results, discussion and tables. There are still several instances in which child behaviors (or child preferences) are listed without the clarification that they are parent-reported, not objectively measured or child-reported. Attached is a file with pink highlighted areas where the authors would need to add the adjective "parent-reported" before "child behaviors" or "child preferences" in order to make the reporter of these constructs clear.

The abstract is lengthy about future research suggestions, but seems to miss the most pertinent next step, which would be to establish the relationship between parent behaviors/rules/practices and actual, objectively-measured child behaviors (not just parent-reported child behaviors, which one would expect to correlate with parent-reported practices, as there is the same reporter). I suggest revising the abstract to make room for the modifier "parent-reported" in each case the child behavior is mentioned.

The fact that the Vaughn tool has good internal consistency does not mean it accurately or reliably measures children's actual physical activity behaviors, but rather it means that it is a relatively focused instrument for measuring parent report of their child's behavior. Thus the Vaughn instrument isn't a "validated" instrument, it is one that has some reliability. Unless I am missing something, unless there has been a validation study that demonstrates construct validity of this instrument for measuring child behavior, the limitations should not describe the parent questionnaire as a "validated instrument" that accurately measures child behavior- recommend dropping this phrase from the limitations. This is also why the words "parent-reported" are needed before child behaviors, and why the next step is to test this relationship with actual child behaviors.

The authors state in response to reviewers "Table 3 shows one parenting practice was significant for child PA preferences (child reported) (rules around active play outdoors). Table 3 also shows 6 variables were significant for child PA preferences (parent reported PA preferences). On this basis the decision was made to conduct the hierarchical regression on the parent reported child PA preferences (6 variables)." -These findings and decisions should be summarized this in the manuscript. It sounds like this was a post-hoc decision to only do multiple regression on the parent-reported variable. The fact that only one parent practice was related to child-reported preference, while several parent practices related to parent-reported child preferences, makes we wonder to what extent there really is an association between parent practice and child preference (or behavior). In effect, the study seems to be a test of consistency of a the same reporter in
different instruments measuring different, but related constructs (child preference, behavior, and parent rules about child behavior)

The authors say that use of screen time as reward were "second most influential" in the conclusion section. But actually rules around screen time behaviors had a higher beta than rules for outdoor time in the multiregression model, so it actually had a larger effect than rules for outdoor time. However, it also had a higher standard error, and thus the p-value was not as low. I recommend re-wording - can just mention it as the other variable that was significant, without mentioning the order of impact.
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